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MILKSHAKES

You need a drink mixer,  
           but do you know which one?

commercial.hamiltonbeach.com

Is counter space an issue?

Never make
customers
wait with the
Triple Spindle
Drink Mixer

Check out the 
Wall Mount Single-Spindle 
Drink Mixer

YES NO

NO

Are you making shakes one at a time?

YES

YES NO

The Single-Spindle 
Drink Mixer is perfect 
for modest-volume 
environments

The Mix’n Chill
offers easy one-hand 
activation

Do you anticipate high volume?

Or the Machine Mount
Single-Spindle Drink Mixer, 
ideal for soft-serve shakes



*Features QuietBlend™ technology and Quiet Shield™.

The Express Care Warranty, included free of charge on many Hamilton Beach® 
Commercial high-performance blenders (U.S. only), provides a replacement blender 
when the issue with your equipment cannot be quickly resolved over the phone.

The fully loaded Tempest® 
has a 3 Hp motor, timer, 
jump/pulse, jar pad 
sensor and 64 oz jar

Is noise a concern?

YES

The Eclipse™ is ideal 
for environments 
where noise needs 
to be minimized* 

48 oz

The Summit® has 
unique durability 
features and 
Auto Blend

64 oz

The Fury™ steps 
up to a 3 Hp motor, 
paddle switches, 
timer, and a 64 oz jar

The Tango® is the base
high-performance model, 
offering a 1 HP motor, a 
timer, and 48 oz jar

The Rio® is 
our entry-level 
blender featuring 
Wave~Action®

NO

High VolumeLow Volume

Which blender
is right for you?
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SMOOTHIES 
& FROZEN 
DRINKS
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FROZEN 
DRINKS

Don’t forget these 
vital accessories

Extra Hamilton Beach® Commercial containers, which can be stacked to 
save space, help you serve more customers and save time on cleaning 
time between drinks.

A container rinser helps reduce costs 
by saving time and conserving water

>>

908® and the 909 are both 
both suited for low-volume 
environments

How many drinks do you want to make per day?
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Would you like to increase capacity 
        to make 100 drinks a day or more?

commercial.hamiltonbeach.com

SmartServe® Blend in Cup 
is an all-in-one self-cleaning 
solution that lets operators 
blend up to 60 drinks per 
hour in the cup

The SmartServe Mix-in-Cup, 
perfect for convenience stores, 
is a self-service milkshake 
maker that blends in the cup 
and automatically rinses after 
each drink 

Would you like to save labor and materials and serve more customers?

YES YES YES

The Revolution Ice Shaver 
provides precise ice portion 
control and can make four 
perfect drinks at a time




